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About This Game

The robots you design will change the world! Will you show them the true meaning of love, or conquer Alaska with your robot
army?

Choice of Robots is an epic 300,000-word interactive sci-fi novel by Kevin Gold, where your choices control the story. It's
entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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Build a unique robot character–you choose everything from its shape to what it calls you

Instigate or prevent a robotic uprising

Teach your robots to love humanity, or disdain it

Build an artificial intelligence suitable to take control of the world's governments

Start a war against the United States, and win

Marry a human or an advanced robot, and start a family

Play out thirty years of your life as a brilliant robot maker, from graduate school near the present day to a future in which your
robots have changed everything. Depending on your choices, your robots may be independent or obedient, clumsy or graceful,

empathic or cold…and you yourself may live to an old age happily married or alone with only robots to comfort you.

Play as male or female, gay or straight, with nine characters to romance, four alternate climax chapters, and over seventy
achievements to unlock.
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Honestly the sheer frustration born from the difficulty of getting a town to more than a cluster of starving townsfolk dying of
cold drove me to succeed in this game, but really, once you succeed there is literally nothing else.
Once you have worked out the fine details of what makes your world thrive this game just becomes a pointless time-sink with
no reward. Eventually the only thing that will stop you is natural disasters, and those are SO over the top and unbalanced it will
stop you dead as they are nearly impossible to recover from.

Overall i had fun learning to master this but it -very- quickly got stale and I found myself looking at the modder community to
make anything decent of this. I get the impression this was literally just a half-finished concept game that they never bothered
finishing.. This game is cute and original.. This point and click adventure is cute. It is a little flawed but enjoyable. I would give
it a 6.5\/10 and say it is worth its price for about 6 hours of light hearted gameplay.

You should play this game if you are a point and click fan who is looking for a light hearted story with lots of object based
puzzles and amusing dialogue. The production is excellent. The visuals and voice acting are really high quality. The puzzle
design is good at first: it is logically sound and the basic interface means you won't get stuck for long.

However the puzzle quality diminishes through the game. You still are not likely to get very stuck but by the last two chapters
you'll find yourself resorting to trial and error.

You should avoid if you are expecting a difficult puzzle game or any kind of involved plot. It is a children's cartoon made into
an adventure game and does well as that. It will keep grown ups amused with the amusing dialogue and mostly well designed
puzzles but its really best for kids.. For a game this cheap....
You are getting into...
- a great soundtrack
- stable fps
- pugs
- more pugs
- great developers
I am a huge fan of the original pug game and I love this one just as much.. Great game, not for idiots.
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WARNING: Developer has abandoned this engine and is now working on the sequel (lol) CopperCube 6 and it's free for
everyone. Though there is still "professional" and "studio" edition nonsense, there are some welcome updates to the engine (still
needs way more). I haven't tried the sequel myself but it's free, go for it.

COPPERCUBE 6: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/857350\/CopperCube_6_Game_Engine\/

=====================REVIEW=====================

I use Unity but bought GameGuru and Coppercube just to check them out. I've had them both for more than a year now.

Development of GameGuru is painfully slow but at least you can tell what's happening (developers update regularly in forums).
Coppercube is just..dead. You get pathetic updates every 4-5 months, and then complete silence. Engine looks ancient, along
with the terrible editor (camera navigation in editor is just pathetic). It seems to be a thing with these game engines (like
GameGuru), terrible editors, which are stuck in the past and visuals which are stuck there as well.

Also, the developer of Coppercube was busy working on a game (Post Collapse) and this engine at the same time. Usually you'd
think that would be a good thing (like with Epic), but not when it's just one guy working on the engine. It isn't like this engine
now suddenly comes with all the features present in that game or comes bundled with assets used (you know, like with Unreal
4). Nope.

Anyway, I just find it funny that Coppercube has a professional edition that costs ridiculous amount of money, when engines
like Unity and Unreal 4 are free (and UE4 has source code out in the open).

Don't waste time with this or GameGuru. Stick to learning Unity or Unreal, especially if you're an artist who wants to make
games without much programming.. I honestly have no idea what happened but it was fun. This game looked good. I was in the
mood for a good ww2 flight sim. But it was terrible.. I crashed my plane into the ground, and it bounced back. And that was in
simulator mode. You don't have to aim, the game does that for you. I don't understand, when they have the physics and graphics,
why not add a realistic mode? It could have been a good game, but instead it's completely worthless!. Lacking features. I get
better results using Tiltbrush.

App seems dead. Another zombie early access game on Steam being sold for full price.. The Celtic females made this portrait
pack my favourite
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